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Computational models have been 

constructed using various approaches.

These models are used with in vitro and other 

computational methods in decision making.

Combining these approaches to increase 

confidence is a key next step.

Conclusions
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Computational approaches to assist risk

assessment are becoming more and more

popular as part of alternative approaches to

animal experiments. These approaches can

quickly assess many chemicals at low cost, and

do not raise ethical concerns.

Most of these approaches involve collecting

large pools of experimental data, modelling an

aspect of the chemistry of chemicals suitable for

their adverse outcomes and fitting the calculated

parameters to the experimental data. This

involves a combination of chemistry, statistics,

computer science and biology.

In my research I use a variety of computational

modelling approaches to make predictions of

molecular toxicity potential.

Introduction

Chemical structure can also be considered as a suitable input for

machine learning algorithms to be trained on. Machine learning

algorithms learn by tweaking internal mathematical parameters to

provide the desired output on the training data. Neural networks have

been fed with chemical fingerprints as inputs to predict biological

activities as outputs, and generally provide very high accuracies

(>90%). These sophisticated algorithms can learn a wide variety of

features from molecules and provide estimates of how confident they

are that a new molecule is active or inactive.

They do have disadvantages however. Such algorithms require a large

amount of training data, and their predictions do not have the

transparency of predictions made using structural alerts. To counter this,

we have extracted network activation patterns from the algorithms after

training and can compare these to one another to establish which

molecules the network “thinks” about in a similar way. This gives insight

into why a decision was made and provides candidates for read-across.

Machine Learning

Chemicals reacting directly with DNA is one way they

can cause mutagenicity. We modelled this chemical

reaction for a series of α, β unsaturated carbonyls to find

the activation energy required for this reaction to happen.

This was performed using density functional theory

quantum chemistry calculations to find the energies of

the starting materials and transition states for these

reactions. We anticipated that chemicals with low

activation energy barriers would react more readily and

hence be more likely to cause mutations. This hypothesis

aligned well with experimental results from the Ames

assay. As such we were able to establish levels where

the model predicts a compound would be Ames positive

(ΔG‡ < 22.0 kcal/mol) or negative (ΔG‡ > 25.7 kcal/mol).

These calculations are complex, but provide a detailed

model of the exact ongoing chemical reaction.

Quantum Chemistry

Chemicals are able to bind to

biological receptors due to

chemical characteristics like

shape and charge. Some of

these features can be

captured in chemical

substructures called

structural alerts which can

then be compared to new

chemicals to flag likely hits.

These simple models are

highly transparent – it is easy

to see why the prediction is

made, and hence popular

with risk assessors who

make safety decisions.

Chemical Structure
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